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A summation formula in algebraic number fields is established which resembles 
Siegel’s summation formula but covers a wider range of problems and yields better 
results. Three applications are given, one of them to the Piltz divisor problem for 
algebraic numbers. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let K be an algebraic number field of degree [K: CD] = it = r, + 2r, 
(in the standard notation), d its discriminant, h its class number, and 
r = rl + rz - 1 its number of fundamental units. Let 8, R, and w  denote 
respectively the group of units, the regulator, and the number of roots of 
unity in K. 
The conjugates of a number v E K are denoted by vCP) (p = 1, . . . . n), and 
we write v > 0 to indicate that v is totally positive, i.e., v # 0 and v@) > 0 for 
p = 1, . ..) t, (so v >O means simply v # 0 if K is totally imaginary). The 
numbers e,, . . . . e,, 1 are defined by 
1 for p = 1, . . . . rl, 
ep = 
2 for p=r, + 1, . . . . r+ 1. 
Throughout, x will denote a vector 
(R + is the set of positive real numbers), and 
p=l 
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In 1936, Siegel [12] gave a method for evaluating sums of the form 
f-(x)= 1 f(V)> (1) 
V>O 
(ml < I$ 
where the summation is over the totally positive integers v E K satisfying 
)dP)J < xp (p = 1, .,.) r + l), and f is an arithmetic function such that 
f&v) =f(v) (q = 1, . . . . r) 
for some independent units q r, . . . . v], E 8. 
Actually, Siegel confined himself to real-quadratic fields; the generaliza- 
tion of his result to totally real and arbitrary number fields was achieved 
respectively by Schaal [ 111 and Grotz [ 11. 
The method consists, roughly, in passing from (1) to the smoothed sum 
c f(v) prJl (1- (v(p)Jxpr)b-- (1 <I&&) (2) 
V>O 
I&q Q .Yp 
and expressing it, via Fourier expansion “with respect to the units,” as a 
series of complex integrals involving generating Dirichlet series of f with 
Grossencharacters. 
Serving as a substitute for Perron’s formula in algebraic number fields, 
Siegel’s summation formula has proved to be extremely useful; nevertheless 
it has two drawbacks, both basically due to the smoothing procedure just 
mentioned. 
First, it is clear from (2) that the method is appropriate only when 
the range of summation is the special box-like domain Iv(p)I < xp 
(p = 1, . ..) r + 1). (Extending the formula to other domains by approximat- 
ing them by such boxes, as suggested by Siegel [ 12, p. 2223, seems not to 
be practicable in general.) 
Second, due to the fact that, for technical reasons, the numbers Z, in (2) 
have to be rational integers, the smoothing is often stronger than really 
necessary. This results in error estimates which are weaker than they 
should be. 
In this paper we give a related summation formula which avoids both of 
these disadvantages. 
To begin with, it covers sums of the form 
F(x)= c A(v)f(v) @(Iv(‘)I x;‘, . ..) Idr+‘)l x;,J 
V>O 
with generalized Griissencharacters n and fairly arbitrary weight functions 
@:lR’,+‘+C. 
64’3hl.4 
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The essential point of our approach lies in using, instead of (2), a certain 
integral average da(F(x)) of F(x). The degree of smoothness produced 
thereby is large enough to ensure the validity of the formula under rather 
weak conditions and to make its proof quite straightforward (in fact, all 
series and integrals occuring in the proof are absolutely convergent; so, 
using Lebesgue’s integral, one finds no difficulty in justifying inversions of 
the order of limit processes). 
On the other hand, owing to the freedom of choice regarding the 
parameter E > 0, the error estimates obtained with the aid of this formula 
reflect the specific nature of the problem under consideration, without 
obvious losses arising from the summation formula itself. 
After some basic facts about units and Grijssencharacters have been 
given in Section 1, the summation formula is derived in Section 2. In 
Section 3 we establish the second ingredient of the method, viz., a kind of 
Tauberian theorem which allows us to infer back from the average 
A((F(x)) to the original function F(X). Section 4 contains some lemmas 
that are needed for the applications. 
As a first example, we consider in Section 5 the Piltz divisor problem for 
numbers in K, i.e., the problem of evaluating asymptotically the sum 
Dk(x)= c dk(V), (3) 
V>O 
(Y(P)I < xp 
where C&(V) denotes the number of representations of the principal ideal (v) 
as a product of k integral ideals. (The corresponding problem for ideals 
was tackled by Landau [5] and, in special fields, by Landau [6, Sects. 12, 
133 and Karacuba [4].) By means of Siegel’s summation formula, Grotz 
Cl] proved 
for every 6 > 0; Pk- I is a certain polynomial of degree k - 1 and (k/2 ) 
denotes the least rational integer > k/2. 
We generalize Grotz’s result by inserting in (3) a factor n(v), n a 
generalized GrGssencharacter, and improve the remainder term to 
The second example, given in Section 6, deals with b(v), the sum of 
the norms of the ideal divisors of v. In the simplest case (without 
Griissencharacter), our result is 
c CT(v)=- 2-“7f2 c,(7) ~2 + q-~+2/‘“+2’(1~~ ~-)‘Wn+2)), 
V>O 
(v(P’I < xp 
I&l 
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where iK denotes Dedekind’s zeta function. Here, Grotz [l] obtained the 
error term 
The other asymptotic formulae established by Grotz in [l, 21 may be 
improved in a similar manner. 
In the third application, just to show the capabilities of the method, we 
deviate from the general pattern of the preceding examples in two respects. 
First, the weight function Q, is no longer the characteristic function of the 
unit cube (0, I]‘+’ but involves a certain norm in R’+ ‘. Second, the sum- 
mation ranges over some group of units, which is as a rule more delicate 
than summing over all integers since, in order to obtain any asymptotic 
formula whatsoever, one has to study the numbers B,(t) (cf. Section 1) in 
some detail. For the results, the reader is referred to Section 7. 
In the forthcoming second part of the paper I shall give the summation 
formula in full generality, the weight 0 depending then on the conjugates 
v”‘) themselves, not merely on their absolute values. 
1. UNITS AND GR~SSENCHARACTERS 
We assume Y > 0 and consider a free group 4!~ of totally positive units 
which has finite index [S : %] in B. 
We fix a basis ql, . . . . I], of +!L and define 
NW = IWe, log b,W, . . . . ep log I~!P)I)~, ,, ,_,, I; 
then 
[&T:WJ=wR(%)/R. (1.1) 
We further fix real numbers ,9?’ such that 
(q = 1, . ..) r; p = r-1 + 1, . . . . r + 1) 
and define for arbitrary 
z = (7,) . ..) tr) E R’, a=(%,+,, ...,a,+,)E~‘2 
the numbers 
by the system of equations 
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r+l 
c epEpb, a) = 0, 
p=l 
r+l 
c e,E,(r,a)log lqr)l=27c 
p=l 
r+l (1.3) 
c ~~9:) (q = 1, ..,) Y) 
p=r,+l 
on the understanding that a = 0 if r2 = 0. 
In the case a= 0 we abbreviate 
E,(q 0) =: E,,(z) (p = 1, . ..) r + 1). 
If we take another basis of Q, q,, . . . . q, say, together with numbers g$‘) 
according to (1.2), then it is easily seen that the corresponding numbers 
Zp (2, a) satisfy 
gp(z, a) = E&T+ 1, a) (p = 1, . . . . r + 1) 
with a unimodular matrix TE Z’ x’ and some 1~ Z’. Hence the set of 
vectors 
(E,(m a), . . . . Er, I@, a)), 
where m = (m, , . . . . m,) runs through Z’, is, as a whole, independent of the 
basis. 
For the generalized Grossencharacter 
r+l 
j&“)= I-I I”(P)(wP(r~4. 
p=l 
.;f+, (&)” (OZVEK) (1.4) 
we have by (1.3) 
A,, .(q,) = e2nir9 (q = 1, . ..) r); (1.5) 
thus A, a(q).= 1 for every rl E 9 if and only if r = m E Z’. 
We conclude this section with a simple inequality used in Section 2. 
For t~lR, 
t-+i 
pzl ep It-E,(r)1 2 I:$: e,(f-E,o)l =n ItI; 
on the other hand, 
r+l 
27~ b,l = c e,(t -E,(T)) 1% b$“I 
p=l 
r+l 
< 1 ep It- E,(z)1 .mp”” (log la~‘l 1. 
p=l 
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Thus, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
r+l 
1 ei(f-Q(t))2>B1 (r2+il T:), 
p=l 
where B, > 0 depends only on K and q, , . . . . ql. 
(1.6) 
2. THE SUMMATION FORMULA 
Let f be a complex-valued arithmetic function detined on the integers 
v # 0 of K and possessing the invariance property 
f(v) =f(v) (rlE@), (2.1) 
where %! is a group of totally positive units as in Section 1. 
Let the numbers b, E R and A, E E (p = 1, . . . . I + 1) be arbitrarily given 
with A, E (0, 1 } for p = 1, . . . . rl. We consider the generalized Grossen- 
character 
r+l 
A(~)= n lv(p)li9b. (2.2 1 
p=l 
p;(I+, (&)^’ 
and the sign character 
u(v)= i 
v(P) 4 
pz, IVOI . ( > 
(2.3) 
Further suppose @: rW>+ ’ --, C is a Lebesgue-measurable function and 
x = (Xl, . ..) x,+ ,) E Iw;+ l. 
We wish to study the series 
G(x; Auf, @I = C’ Auf(v) @‘(lvl x), (2.4) 
summed over the integers v E K, the prime excluding the value v = 0. Here 
and in the sequel we abbreviate 
&f(v) = A(v) u(v) f(v), 
Jv(x=((v(‘)I x I, ..*, lv(‘+ I) lx ). r+l 
We need some further notations. Let 
Y(s) = 2’* jR,+, G(u) rfjl uy’p- ’ du for s=(sl, ...,S,+I)E@r+‘, 
+ p=l 
(2.5) 
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the (r + 1 )-dimensional Mellin-transform of CD (merely formal for the time 
being), and, with a Grossencharacter A,, a (m E B’) according to (1.4) 
4s; A,, J& a!) = 1’ nm3avf(v) 
(“)@ INv)l” 
(SE@), 
where v runs over a complete set of non-zero integers of K which are not 
associated with respect to 4Z. The series is well-defined because of (1.5) 
and (2.1). 
Finally, for E ~0, let the integral operator ye, acting on functions 
F: I%;+’ + C, be given by 
y,(F): XH (47+‘+ 1)‘2 
I 
F(xeU) e - 1d2/(4&) dv, 
(wr+l 
where xe” = (x1 e”‘, . . . . x,, 1 e”‘+’ ) and It11 = (CL+=‘, I$)“~. (The double use 
of the letter II, as well as of the letter s above, is not likely to cause any 
confusion.) 
For convenience we shall write jG(F(x)) instead of YE(F)(x). 
We now begin by investigating the special case of (2.4), where f is the 
characteristic function of %‘, that is, we consider 
THEOREM 2.1. Let o E R! be such that 
I 
r+l 
B, := IW’+’ I@(u)l n uy du< coo. 
+ p=l 
(2.6) 
Then H(x; A, @, %) is absolutely convergent almost everywhere (that is, 
the set of exceptional x E R’,+ ’ has Lebesgue-measure zero). For all x E R’,+ ’ 
and all E > 0, fE(H(x; A, @, a)) is absolutely convergent and satisfies the 
equation 
r+J 
*p’ XP 
ep(s + ibp- iEp(m, A)) 
.exp 
{ 
r+l 
E .c ei(s + ib,- iE,(m, A))’ ds, (2.7) 
p=l I 
where sum and integrals on the right converge absolutely, too. Here m runs 
through Z’, the path of integration is the line Re s = g, A is the system of 
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exponents A, occuring in (2.2), the numbers E,(m, A) are defined by (1.3) 
with respect to an arbitrary basis q 1, . . . . q, of 4?, and the abbreviation 
s+ib-iE(m,A)=(s+ib,-iE,(m,A),...,s+ib,+,-iE,+,(m,A)) 
is used. 
Proof: (a) We begin by establishing (2.7) under the assumption that 
,$JE(H(x; 1, I@), %!)) is finite. Then H(xe”; 1, JOp(, 4Y) converges for almost all 
VER’+‘, and we may invert the order of summation and integration on the 
left-hand side of (2.7). Further we observe that neither side of (2.7) changes 
its value if we add the same real number to all of the b,‘s; thus we may 
assume 
r+l 
1 e,b,=O 
p=l 
and consequently write, according to (1.3) 
bp=Epb A) (p = 1, . . . . r + 1) 
with suitable r E R’, so that A = A,, A. Hence 
b,--E,(m,A)= -E,(m-z,O)= -E,(m-z) 
and, in view of (1.5), (2.7) becomes 
r+l 
.exp E 1 e;(s- iE,(m-T))* 
p=l 
where I= (I,, . . . . I,) runs through Z’ and 1. z = l,z, + ... + Z,Z,.. 
Now we regard z as variable. In (2.8), we have on the left an absolutely 
converging Fourier series, while from (1.6) and (2.6) we infer that the right- 
hand side is majorized by 
E(I, t 4r*)d t* + i (m, --Tq)*>) dt 
y=I 
(2.9) 
and hence converges uniformly on every bounded set ItI <TV. Conse- 
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quently, it represents a continuous function h(r) which obviously has 
period 1 in each t,. 
To establish (2.8), it remains only to show that J$(@(/~/x)) is the 
Ith Fourier coefficient of h(r) if q = ye:’ ... q:. For then (2.8) follows by 
continuity simply from the fact that h(r) is the L2-limit of its Fourier series. 
Let Q denote the cube O<r, < 1 (q= 1, . . . . Y). Then, by absolute 
convergence, 
I 
h(z) e-2Ri’.T do e 
r+l 
.exp E c e~(s-iEp(m-t))2 ds.e-2”i1.rdz 
P=l 
1 
=- 
ff 
O” 
271R(‘J&) w  M-00 
p=l 
r+l 
.exp E c ei(cr + it + iEp(t))2 
p=l 
by the substitutions s = 0 + it, r + t + m, since R’ is the disjoint union of 
the translated cubes -m + Q, m E Z’. 
Here we perform the change of variables t,= t + E,(t) (p= 1, . . . . r+ l), 
i.e., 
1 r+l rtl 
t=; C eptp, 2w, = C ep tp log Iqg)I (4 = 1, .*-, r), 
p=l p=l 
of determinant R(43)/(2n)’ to obtain 
r+l r+l 
.exp E C ei(o+ it,)2 
p=l 
.pyI Iq(P)I -Qdt, ...dt,+l 
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On substitution from the identity 
r+ 1 r+l 
‘t’(s). jJ (Iq’p’l x~)-~P~P=~~~ 
p=l s 
(w’+, @(lql xe”) n e-“pdu, 
p=l 
which is an immediate consequence of (2.5), and inversion of the order of 
integration, the above becomes 
by the well-known relation 
1 
% 5 (0) e 
W=S= + epvps ds = 
p 
& ep e-u2’(4e’. 
(b) In the second step we show that the above assumption holds 
automatically. To this end we consider for T > 0 the function 
if [u( d T and J@(u)\ < T 
otherwise 
(u E IT++ ‘). 
Then H(x; 1, Qr, %!) is a finite sum, and from the trivial estimate 
r+1 
fKx;l,@.,%)bT. c 
b+qxp< 7” 
l$T.n 1,; 
p=l ( ) 
lp= 1. . . . . r+ 1) 
we infer that j(H(x; 1, GT, a!))< co for all x and E. Thus, by (a), an iden- 
tity of the form (2.7) holds for every T; in particular, yE(H(x; 1, Gr, a)) is 
bounded by the expression (2.9), uniformly in T>O. Hence, by the 
monotone convergence theorem, 
H(xe”; 1, (@I, %) = &r-ii H(xe”; 1, QjT, %!) 
is finite for almost all u E R’+ ’ and 
This proves the assertion. 1 
THEOREM 2.2. Let CJ E R be such that 
s r+l R,+, I@(u)1 n uzb-l du< co and c’ If( < * + p=1 (“)@ IMv)l” * 
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Then G(x; Avf @) is absolutely convergent almost everywhere. For all 
XE Iw;+l and all E > 0, y6(G(x; Avf; @)) is absolutely convergent and satisfies 
the equation 
r+l 
‘,j?, xp e,(s+ ibp- iEp(m, A)) 
r+l 
.exp E c ei(s+ ib, -‘iE,(m, A))’ 
p=l 
(2.10) 
where sum and integrals on the right converge absolutely, too. As regards the 
notation, the same applies as in Theorem 2.1. 
Proof: (a) Again, suppose first that $,(G(x; Ifl, I@()) < co. Collecting 
associated numbers and inverting the order of summation and integration 
yields 
’ 
=2niR(W (“,* (r 
2’ z lC ) Y(s + ib - iE(m, A)). “~~(~~~) 
r+l 
+(s+ ibp- iQ,(m, A)) 
by Theorem 2.1. By absolute convergence, we may carry out the summa- 
tion over v under the integral sign to obtain (2.10). 
(b) That the assumption A(G(x; IfI, I@/)) < cc is unnecessary 
follows by the same argument as in the preceding theorem, viz., on con- 
sideration of @Ju) and fr(v), the latter being defined as If(v)1 if 
If(v)1 < T and as zero otherwise. 1 
Remark. We have tacitly assumed that r > 0. The results, however, hold 
also in the case r =O. We only have to interpret then Q as { 11, R(a) as 
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1, and to drop the summation over m except for the value m = 0, setting 
El (0, A ) = 0. Accordingly, 
/I(v) = (y(‘)(ibl 
v(ll Al 
u(v)= lyo( ’ ( ) io,/i(v)= 1 
for K= Q, and 
v(l) Al 
/l(v)= (v(1))2ib’ lv(l)l , ( ) u(v) = 1, 
#‘) Al 
Ao.tl(v)= (vol ( 1 
for imaginary-quadratic K. 
The formulae (2.7) and (2.10) read then 
and 
8,&qx))=-& j( ) Y(s+ $7,) X;el(s+ibl)e&e:(s+ib112ds 
0 
.X;el(~+ibl)ereI(s+ibllZds 
> 
respectively. They may be proved directly by substituting from (2.5) and 
interchanging limit processes. 
All subsequent computations will include the case r = 0 unless otherwise 
indicated. 
3. A TAUBERIAN THEOREM 
We shall need a result that enables us to infer back from the average 
yE(F(x)) to the function F(x) itself. 
In the first instance, we observe that %,( 1) = 1 and thus 
%,(F(x)) = F(x) + (4nnE)-(‘+ lVZ 
I 
Iw,+, {F(xe”)-F(x)} e-‘v’z’c4s’dv. 
From this it is easily concluded that 
lim A(Fb)) = F(x), &+O+ 
provided that j8(F(x)) exists for sufficiently small E > 0 and x is a point of 
continuity of F. 
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In most applications, however, one has to make E a function of x (or, 
rather, of X). The following theorem deals with this situation under the 
assumption that the involved functions are neither growing nor oscillating 
too fast: 
If a function CI: R + --t R + satisfies 
a(~f8’) ,< c,a(<)ec*‘r” for all r E R + and <’ E R, (3.1) 
where c1 > 0 and c2 2 0 are independent of 4: and <‘, then we say that CI is 
(cl, c,)-moderately growing. 
EXAMPLE. <"((log 51 + 1)” ( c, c’ 2 0) is (1, c + c/)-moderately growing. 
On substituting te-5’ for 5 in (3.1) we immediately obtain an inequality 
in the opposite direction: 
(3.2) 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that a, /3 : Iw + + Iw + are (cl, c2)-moderately 
growing and that the functions F, M: rW>+’ -P [w satisfy the following 
conditionsfor allx=(x, ,..., x,+,)E(W~‘: 
F(x) 2 0, F(x) is non-decreasing with respect to each xP; 
M has continuous partial derivatives subject to 
xp $ M(x) d c38W) (p = 1, . . . . r + 1). 
P 
(3.3) 
Moreover, let the continuous function E: [w + --f [w + be such that the following 
hold for all x E lK++ ’ : 
O<&(X)<l; (3.4) 
&CG P(Jf) d c4aW; (3.5) 
lAE(xj(F(x) - M(x))1 G c5a(X). (3.6) 
(Here ~3, c4, cg denote positive real numbers independent of x.) 
Then 
F(x) = M(x) + O(a(X)) for all XE RG+l, (3.7) 
where the O-constant depends only on c,, . . . . c5 and the degree n. 
Remark. The theorem remains valid if condition (3.6) is replaced by 
L&#‘(x)) - M(x)1 G c5aW). (3.6’) 
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Proof: (a) We first establish some rough estimates which mainly serve 
the purpose of justifying the definition of the function we shall finally deal 
with. The 0- and 4-constants as well as cg, . . . . c,~ b 0 depend only on 
cl, . . . . c5 and n. 
Since 
M(xe”)-M(x)=Ji -$ M(xleC”‘, . . . ..~.+.e~“r+‘)&, 
it follows from (3.3) and the growth property of fl that 
M(xe”) - M(x) 3 Iv\ f3(X)ec6’“1 (cg = nc*). 
Hence we have for E > 0 
(3.8) 
after the change of variables u + 2 & u. Taking E = r(X), we obtain by 
(3.4) and (3.5) 
A,,,,(Wx)) = Mb) + 0(4u), (3.9) 
which shows in particular that (3.6) and (3.6’) are essentially equivalent. 
In virtue of the monotonic property of F, we have for E > 0 
2-(‘+1)~(~)=(4~~)-(‘+1)/2 
J w,+’ &) e- ‘v’z’(4a) du Q jp(x)); + 
thus 
F(x) 4 IA(W) -M(x))1 + IAW(x))l, 
and (3.6) and (3.9) yield for E = E(X) 
F(x) + IWXI + @to 
Now let 
R(x) = F(x) - M(x), 
By (3.8) and (3.10), 
v(x) = IW)l lW7. 
R(xe”) Q IAI( + It11 /3(X)ec61”l + a(X)ec6’“‘; 
(3.10) 
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so it follows from (3.2) that the quantity 
@(x) := sllp{(p(xe”)e-+ : tIEuP-+‘} (c,=2c,+ 1) 
is always finite. Clearly, @ has the property 
+(xe”) < $(x)ec7’“I, (3.11) 
and (3.7) is equivalent to the boundedness of 1+9, which we proceed to show. 
(b) For measurable subsets S c R’+ ‘, let 
,$(x; E, S) = ls R(xe2 fi”) e-l”* dv, 
so that $,(R(x)) = K(‘+ lu2$(x; a, R’+r). 
With some A > 1, later subject to appropriate choice, we consider the 
cube 
Q={wW+‘:-A,<u,<A (p = 1, . ..) r + l)}. 
The monotonic property of F and (3.8) yield for v E Q and 0 < E ,< 1 
R(xe 2 4’“) < F(xe2 JA) - min M(xe2 J”‘) 
U’E Q 
= R(xe2 4”) + 0(&/3(X) Aec8A) (c8 = 2nc,), 
where xe2 JA = (x1 e2 AA, . . . . x,, , e2 6’); hence 
fk E, Q) G {We 2 AA) + 0(,,&/?(X) AecsA)} j e-lul* dv, 
Q 
or, since Jo e-“I* dv 9 1, 
R(xe’d”) 3 0(19(x; E, Q>l) + 0(&3(X) AeC8’). 
Likewise, 
R(xep2fiA)<0((,f( x; E, Q)l) + W&/W) Aec8’). 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
Now, by (3.1) and the definition of cp and *, we have 
I We 2 3 = cp(xe2 3. Q(jye2&x;pr+: WP) 
$ G(x) a(X)ec9’“’ (cg = 2c, + 2c,) 
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and thus 
1%(x; E, R”‘\Q)I 6 e-A*‘2 
s I We 
2 .&‘)I e- 1492 do 
ag,+i 
$ e-A2’2$(x) a(X). 
Hence (3.12) implies 
R(~e~~~))/O(~$,(R(x))l)t O(e-A2’211/(~) a(X)) 
+0(&&X) de’*‘), 
and the choice E = E(X) leads to 
R(xe2fiA) 2 O(a(X) . (e-“*“$(x) + AecgA)) 
by (3.5) and (3.6). We write now 
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(3.14) 
*+I 
y=xe2&i%’ 5 y= n yrp4e2”~%A; (3.15) 
p=l 
then (3.1), (3.11) and (3.14) yield 
R(y) 3 O(a( Y) . (e-‘*12tj(y) + A)ecloA) (cl,, = 2c, + 2nc,). (3.16) 
Here y may be looked upon as an independent variable since it runs 
through the whole of NJ;+’ if x does so. To see this, consider a given 
YE iw;+l and put x= yeezsA, where the number 5 E (0, l] is chosen 
according to the intermediate-value theorem such that 
then (3.15) holds. 
Combining (3.16) with the opposite inequality arising from (3.13) and 
writing x for y again, we obtain 
q(x) 4 (e-A2’2$(x) + A)ec’oA, 
and (3.11) shows that the same holds for II/ instead of cp. 
Thus 
G(x) G cll(e -4&) + A)~“IoA 
for suitable cI1, and choosing A = c12 so large that c11e-A2/2e~10A < 4 we get 
J/(x) d 2c,, Aec’oA, 
the desired result. m 
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4. SOME LEMMAS 
The purpose of the first lemma is to move the supposed main term M(x) 
under the operator 2,: 
@MMA 4.1. Let the function g(s) be holomorphic and one-valued for 
O-C/S--s,l <Q (e>O), let g ,,..., g,+lER, and let 
r+l 
M(x)=Res g(s) n x;@+~@) (x E iv++ ‘). 
s = sg p=l 
Then 
r+l 
AW(x)) =E; ( 
r+l 
g(s) n xTcs+igp).exp E C f~i(s+ig,)~ 
i 
. 
p=l p=l I) 
Proof: Expressing M(xe”) by an integral round the contour 
C: (S - .q,( = e/2 and inverting the order of integration yields 
JgM(x)) = & s, g(s) ii’ x~(=+‘gp) 
p=l 
eep(S + &pP)up- $/(4&  dv 
which proves the assertion since 
J&&L 
eq& + &P)up - $/(4&) dvp = e++ igpj2. 1 
The next two lemmas deal with Hecke zeta functions. Let 
r+l 
A(v)= l--j pq’=PgP. - 
p=l :c (I 
V(P) 0, 
1) 
v(P) ’ 
where gp E [w, C;+5\ ep gp = 0, a,, . . . . a,, E (0, 13, a,,, Ir . . . . a,+ I E Z, have the 
property 
J(v) = 1 for every q E 6. 
Then 1 is a Griissencharacter for ideals, and we may define A(a) for 
non-zero ideals a in K by 
A(a) : = A(&), 
where oi is a specimen out of a system of ideal numbers assigned to K such 
that a = (6) (for details, see [3]). 
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If fi is an ideal class of K (in the widest sense), [(s; A, 52) is given for 
o = Re s > 1 by the series 
extended over the integral ideals a in R. 
LEMMA 4.2. [(s; I, A) is an entire function unless ;I E 1 (i.e., all g, and 
up = 0), in which case its only singularity in C is a simple pole at s = 1 with 
residue 
2”(21r)‘~ R 
l$l w ’ 
Proof. See [3] and, for 11 1, [7, Satz 1543. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 0 < Q < 4. Then, for -Q d c d 1 + e, Is - 11 3 a, 
i(s;Al,$?)$i ‘fi’ )1+s+Jap~-igp]ep’1+Q--a”2, 
P 1 
where the <-constant depends only on K. 
The proof is very much the same as in [9, Sect. 81; the factor l/e comes 
from the estimate cK( 1 + Q) 6 l/e for the Dedekind zeta function. 
The following lemmas provide some estimates which will be needed in 
the applications. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose r > 0 and let, in the notation of Section 1, 
W,(z, a) = E,(T, a) - E,, l(z, a) (p = 1, . . . . r). 
Then, for any a and any w = (wl, . . . . w,) E aB’, 
#{mEZ’:wp< W,(m,a)<w,+l (p = 1, . . . . r)j 4 R(@), 
where the $-constant depends only on K. 
ProoJ In view of the considerations of Section 1, we may choose the 
basis ql, . . . . ql of % underlying the definition of the Ep’s as we please. By 
[ 10, Hilfssatz 1.11, there is such a basis satisfying 
L(vl,)...L(q,)eRR(‘@), 
where L(q) = max ~~~~~~~ ep Ilog IPI I for VE(@. 
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BY (1.3), 
i ep W,(m, a) log Iv:‘1 =2n my- ‘it ap$yJ) (q = 1, . ..) r); 
p=l p=r,+l 
thus, if m, m’ E Z’ be any two points such that 
I W,(m, a) - Wp(m’, all 6 1 for p = 1, . . . . Y, 
we have 
271 (mp - rnb[ = i ep( W,(m, a) - Wp(m’, a)) log Iqf)l 
p=l 
G WLJ (q = 1, . ..) r). 
Hence the number of m’s under consideration is at most 
since L(qq) 9 1 by a well-known theorem of Kronecker. 1 
LEMMA 4.5. For p = 1, . . . . r+l, let b,, ep, ~,ER’ such that Q,>O and 
Y -‘<yy,<yforsomeyal. Then,for&>O, 
-& c Jrn ;fJ; ‘;+;;:,“h---Qy@a;; 
m --oo P P P’ 
. exp 
i 
r+l 
--E c ej(t + b,- E,(m, a))* dt 
p=l I 
r+l 
-4 n (@,’ + oq 
p=l 
where the <-constant depends only on K and y. 
Proof: We denote the term to be estimated by T. Making the change of 
variables t+t-bb,+I+E,+l (m, a) and then reversing the order of summa- 
tion and integration, we obtain 
1 T=- s 
m 
NW 
(1 + IflY’+ eL2+,,* 
--a, Qr+l +I4 
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where b; = b, - b,, 1 (p = 1, . . . . Y); the series over m has to be interpreted as 
1 if Y= 0. If r > 0, Lemma 4.4 tells us that, for fixed t E Iw and any 
1 = (11) . ..) l,)eZ’, there are at most O(R(Q)) points rnE Z’ such that 
t+bb--1,-i< W,(m,a)<t+bb-I,+; (p = 1, . . . . r). 
For these, 
V,l++[t+b;- w,h a)1 2 max(0, lipI - $} 2 f IfpI; 
hence 
T4 
I 
OD (1+ tp++ 
0 er+1+t 
e-&t2dt. fi f (1 fOYP e-E/Z/4. 
p=l I=0 e,+l 
Here the integral is 
In order to estimate the series we put yb = min{ yP, 1 } and observe that 
PC Ype - &s <<E-(Yp-).p)/2. 
thus 
O” (1 + Z)Yp c _ 
,=oQ,SIe 
~‘2/4gepl + 2 p-1,-&/~/4 
I= 1 
< Q, 1 + 8 - (Yp - y;):2 
I 
* t 7’; - 1, - Et’/8 dt 
0 
~i;l+E-~~i* 
This proves the assertion. 1 
LEMMA 4.6. Let g,, . . . . gr+, 
strip - 1/4n < 0 < y (s = (r + it), 
E R such that CL”=: e,g, = 0. Then, in an? 
l-IL+=: r(e,(s--ig,)+ 1) r+l 
T(ns + 1) 
=G n (1 -t It - gpl)“(2r+2), 
p=l 
where the e-constant depends only on K and y. 
Proof. From [7, Satz 1601 we infer that 
l-4 Ir(s)( err1’1’2(1 + ItI)‘/*-“% 1 
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uniformly in any strip 0 < cri < 0 < c2. Hence, for - 1/4n < (T < y, the term 
under consideration is 
,l-I;‘: (l+ lhpl)e~n+l’**exp 71 
(1+ JfJ)n0+1’2 1 
~~14-~ri1 eplt-g,l , 
p=l 1 
and it remains to show that 
is bounded. 
Let go= (1/4n) CL+=‘, ep lg,l. If It( -C go, we have 
r+l 
n I4 - C ep It-gp( G’n (tl-4ng,+n ItI 6 -2ng, 
p=l 
and consequently, since 0 < ep 0 + l/( 2r + 2) < 2y + 1, 
r+l 
T4 n (1 +g,+ (gPl)2y+1 Se-““go& 1. 
p=l 
If, on the other hand, (tJ 2 go, we get from 
‘i’ ep It-gpl 2 j’i’ e,(t-g,)l =n I4 
p=l p=l 
that 
5. THE PILTZ DIVISOR PROBLEM FOR NUMBERS IN K 
Let k> 1 be a rational integer, and let (R) denote an ordered system 
(9 1, .‘., R,) of k ideal classes such that 
A’... Sk = so, the principal class. (5.1) 
For non-zero integers v E K, we define 
dk(V (RI)= c 1, 
(01 I I.., ok) 
a,~R~(j=l,...,k) 
‘,,...ak’(V) 
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the number of representations of the principal ideal (v) as a product of k 
integral ideals, the jth one lying in the class Rj (j = 1, . . . . k), and 
&(v)= 1 1, 
(aI. . . . . ak) 
the number of such representations without any restrictions regarding the 
classes. (So, if k = 1, sZ1 = RO and &(v; (R))=&(v) = 1.) 
With A and u given by (2.2) and (2.3), we consider for XE KY,?’ the 
summatory functions 
and 
D,(x; A) = c NV) dk(V), 
V>O 
Iv(P)I <XI 
the former being extended over all non-zero integers v E K contained in the 
box (v(~)( 6x (p= 1 
among these kly. 
> ..*, Y + 1 ), the latter over the totally positive ones 
Clearly, 
D,(x; A) = 2-” 1 1 DjJx; Au, (R)), (5.2) 
0 (R) 
where the summation ranges over the 2” possible sign characters v and the 
Irk-’ systems (A,, . . . . 52,) satisfying (5.1). 
THEOREM 5.1. For X22, 
r+l xep(l+ibp) 
D,(x; Au, (53)) = d(h) c,* fl -. Pk*- 1(log X) 
p=, l+ibp - 
+ O(X’-2”“k+2)(log ~)k-nk/(nk+2)) (5.3) 
and 
r+l *ep( 1 + rbp) 
Dk(X;~)=&f)Ck n ’ 
p=, l+ib, 
‘pk-l(h%x) 
+ 0(x’ -2/(nk+2’(log X)k-nkl(nk+2)), (5.4) 
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$A,= ..’ =A,+l=O, 
else, 
&(%!$?)*(:)“-‘, Ck=2-“hk-1c;. 
Ptel and PkWl denote polynomials of degree k - 1 with leading coefficient 
1, which depend on K, k, A and, as regards Pz--l, on (A). 
The O-constants depend only on K, k and A. 
Remark. Evidently, the part of A involving the b,‘s does not affect the 
order of magnitude of Dk. This is a quite common phenomenon which 
occurs, e.g., also in Section 6 of this ‘paper and in [lo, Sects. 6 and 71. 
But, on the other hand, compare Section 7 of this paper and [lo, Sect. 41, 
especially Vorbemerkung 1 following [ 10, Satz 4.1). 
Proof Due to (5.2), (5.4) is an immediate consequence of (5.3); so we 
concentrate on (5.3). Obviously, 
ddw (RI) = d,Av; (fill for every q E b. (5.5) 
Thus, in order to apply Theorem 2.2, we may take for Q any group that 
meets the specifications of Section 1, e.g., one with minimal R(Q). 
The weight function @ fitting our problem is the characteristic function 
of the unit cube (0, l]‘+‘; so 
!P(s)=~‘~ jsi.j ‘fi’ u~-ldu=sl..~sr+l (Res,>O). 
p=l 
As to the generating Dirichlet series & we observe that A,,,, Au may be 
regarded as a character of the factor group &/% of order [S : a] = 
wR(@)/R. Hence, if 1,,, v is a Grossencharacter for ideals, i.e., 
1 m, A v(q) = 1 for every q E b, we may, in view of (5.5), collect terms belong- 
ing to the same principal ideal (v) to obtain 
provided Re s > 1. If, on the contrary, A,,,; A~(q) # 1 for some q E b, then 
w; L. A Udk(.;(fi)),%)=O. 
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Thus, by Theorem 2.2 (with x; I in place of xp ; p = 1, . . . . r + 1 ), we have 
for 0> 1, a>0 
Aa,(Dkk AlA (9))) =& c* jCV) ii; s + ib 
P 
_ ;E 
m 
(m A) 
P ’ 
. jfJ, [ts; I,,,. Au, jjj) . ‘fi’ ,.qfc + ib-- Wm. A 1) 
p=I 
1 
r+ 1 
.exp E c es(s+ ib, - iE,(m, A))’ ds, (5.6) 
p=l I 
where C;t; is over those m’s only which make I$,,. ,4u a Grossencharacter for 
ideals. 
Now let 0 <Q 6 i. By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, we can move the path of 
integration in (5.6) to the line Re s = Q if we take into account the possible 
k-fold pole of the c-product at s = 1, which occurs only in the case m = 0, 
A =O. 
According to Lemma 4.1, the contribution of the point s = 1 may be 
written as je(M(x; Au)), where 
M(x; Au)= A(h) $ f?-~?; ‘ir’ 
xcp(s + ibF) k 
’ 
p=l s+ib, 
’ Jj i(s; l, Sz,) 
/=I > 
r+l Xep(I + ibpl 
=A(Au)C,* n ’ 
p=, l+ib, 
. Pk*- Itlog X). 
(The dependence of M on k and (R) is not emphasized because these 
remain fixed throughout.) 
From Lemma 4.3 we obtain that, for 0 -C E < 1, the sum of the integrals 
along Re s = Q is 
r+l 
. exp --E c e~(t+bp-Ep(m,A))2 dt 
p=l 
r+l 
. exp --E 1 ei (t+b,-E,(m, A))’ 
p=l 
r+l 
-&I?‘Q-~ n (Q-1+E-+k/4) 
p=l 
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by Lemma 4.5 (since, in the present context, R(Q) depends only on the 
field). 
Thus, for O<e<4 and O<e<l, we have 
Jwk(X; AU, (fill - wx; Au)) 
r+l 
QXQ@-k n (Q-1+&-epk’4). (5.7) 
p=l 
Our next aim is, of course, to apply Theorem 3.1. We have to bear in 
mind that this demands estimates valid for all x E K++ ‘, not merely for 
large X; so some care regarding the logarithm is required. We choose 
a(x) = (x+ 3)‘-2l(nk+2) ((log x( + l)k--kl(nk+2), 
~(X)=X((logX~ +l)V 
Then 
x, -& M(x; Au) *m-) (p = 1, . . . . r + l), 
P 
and the right-hand side of (5.7) becomes 4a(X) as 
It is plain that direct application of Theorem 3.1 is only possible in the 
case /IV s 1; it yields 
&(X; 1, (si)) = hf(x; 1) + 0(@-(x)). (5.8) 
But, once we have this, we apply Theorem 3.1 to both of the functions 
D,(x; 1, (fi)) + Re D,(x; Au, (A)), 
Dk(x; 1, (R)) + Im Dk(x; & (R)); 
these are sums of non-negative terms and thus monotonic. From the 
resulting asymptotic formulae we subtract (5.8) and obtain 
&(X; h’, (R)) = ibf(X; h) + o(Ct(x)) 
which,.for X22, implies (5.3). 1 
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6. THE AVERAGE OF a(v) 
For non-zero integers v E K, let 
a(v;A)= C N(a) and o(v) = 1 N(a) 
alv alv acR 
denote, respectively, the sum of the norms of the ideal divisors of v lying 
in the class R, and of the norms of all divisors of v. 
Adopting the notation of Section 5, we consider 
qx; no, R) = c Au(v) a(v; A) 
0 < llq < .xp 
and 
S(x; A)= c A(v) a(v). 
V>O 
IW < xp 
Plainly, 
qx; A) = 2-” c c S(x; Au, R). 
” R 
(6.1) 
THEOREM 6.1. For X>2, 
S(x; Au, R) = A(h) - 
2”(27c)‘2 1(2; 1, ~ _ 1) ii’ xy2 + ibp) 
l&i p=, 2+ib, 
+ 0(X2 - 2itn + 2’(log X)4/‘” + 2’) (6.2) 
and 
qx; A) = A(A) $g [K(2) ;fj xs 
P 
+ 0(X2- 2/cn + 2’(log X)4”” + 29, (6.3) 
where A(Au) has the meaning of Theorem 5.1, W’S=Ro, and cK denotes 
the Dedekind zeta function. 
The O-constants depend only on K and A. 
Proof: The reasoning is very similar to that of Section 5, so we shall be 
brief. In view of (6.1), it is sufficient to show (6.2). %, @, and Y remain the 
same as before, and for Z we have, provided Re s > 2, 
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if k. A u is a Grossencharacter for ideals, while otherwise 
Sk &n, A ua(.;R),%)=O. 
Hence, for (r > 2 and E > 0, 
y-(s(x;~u, R))-2n;R I* j  ii’ xy+ibp-r4(m,A)’ 
m  (u) p=l s+ib,-iE,(m,A) 
.[(s- 1; 1 m,AU,52)i(s;~,,Av,R-‘) 
.exp 
i 
r+l 
E c ej(s+ ibp- iE,(m, A))’ ds. 
p=l I 
We move the contour of integration to the left, across the possible pole 
at s = 2, up to the line Re s = 1 + Q (0 <Q < 4). The contribution of the 
point s=2 is fE(M(x; AU)), where 
2”(271)‘2 r+l 
M(x; Au) = d(h) - 
I,h 
(32; 1, R-1) n xa(2+‘bo), 
p=l 2+ib, 
and the sum of the integrals along Re s = 1 + Q can, for 0 -C E < 1, be 
estimated as 
The assertion follows now on our choosing 
@=(2log(x+3))-‘<; 
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7. A WEIGHTED SUM OVER UNITS 
Throughout this section we assume r > 0. 
Let cp: [0, 1 ] + @ be a continuous function, continuously differentiable 
on [O, l), such that 
(for example, ~(2.4) = (1 - u)‘, c 2 0). 
Moreover, for c( > 0, let I(. (I? denote the “a-norm” 
,,z,,.=(y ,zp,y (ZE@‘+‘) 
p=l 
(which of course is a norm only if ~1> 1). 
With n given by (2.2) and a group 4? according to Section 1, we consider 
for x E rW:+ r the sum 
where qx--’ = (q(‘)xy’, . . . . q”+ ‘)x;:,). 
THEOREM 7.1. For X 2 2, 
U(x; A) = d(A) * log’ x+ o(log’-~ ‘X), (7.1) 
where 
6(A)= ;1 
if A(q) = 1 for euery rj E%, 
else. 
The O-constant depends on K, A, cp, c(, and 4%. 
ProofT Since both sides of (7.1) are linear with respect to q, it sufftces 
to prove the assertion for real-valued cp. For the same reason, we may 
assume that cp is non-increasing and 20; otherwise split cp into 
q=(q--q+)/2, where 
m&)=J;’ (I~‘(~)lIficp’(~))d~+lcp(l)lTcp(l). 
u 
Further, as was pointed out already in the proof of Theorem 2.1, there is 
no loss of generality in assuming that 
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r+l 
c e,b,=O 
p=1 
and hence writing, whenever convenient, 
b, =Epb, A), b, - E,(m, A) = -E,(m - T) (p = 1, ..*, r + 1); 
the underlying basis qr, . . . . ql of % is from now on regarded as fixed. From 
(1.5) we infer that only the value of ~~ mod 1 is relevant; so we suppose 
IfJ G 1 (4 = 1, . . . . r) (7.2) 
and observe that then s(n) = 1 or 0 according as z = 0 or #O. 
Regarding the function !P of our problem, we learn from [8, Sect. 677 
that 
provided Re sp > 0 (p = l,,..., r + 1). 
Hence, Theorem 2.1 yields for CJ > 0, E > 0 
B,(@;A))=2ni~(,) c j JI,(S;m--)~,(s;m--)~,(s)ds, (7.3) 
* (0) 
where, for T’ E W, we put 
r+l 
Jj,(‘s; T’) = n l p=l s-iE,(z’)’ 
$2(s; Tt) & l-I;+=: We,lor)(s - iE,W) + 1). i-i’ 
zlWa)s + 1) 
-#(s- iQ(T’)) 
P 
p=1 
{ 
r+l 
-exp E c ei(s- iE,(.r’))’ , 
p=l 
es(s) = ns ( q(u) zP- ’ du. 
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Now let 0 <E 6 1, s = B + it. t+G2 is holomorphic for (r > -a/n, and by 
Lemma 4.6 we have 
r+l 
i 
r+l 
$2(S;~‘)4Xa n (1 +It-Ep(Z’)l)r’(2r+2’.e~p -8 1 
e$f-E,($))* , 
p=l p=l I 
(7.4) 
uniformly in the strip - or/4n < o < 2, say. 
The function ti3 is capable of analytic continuation beyond the half- 
plane r~ > 0, since integration by parts yields for c > 0 
(7.5) 
and the right-hand side is holomorphic throughout the half-plane (T > -l/n 
(note that, by hypothesis, q’ is bounded near u = 0). From (7.5) it is easily 
deduced that, uniformly for (I > -1/2n, 
Iclh) 4 1. (7.6) 
Let oO= min(a/4n, 1/2n}. We move the path of integration in (7.3) 
across the poles on the imaginary axis arising from $i to the line 
Re s = --co. 
By (7.4), (7.6), and Lemma 4.5, the integrals along Re s= --cJ~ 
contribute at most 
r+l 
. exp -E 1 ez(t+b,-E,(m,A))* dt 
p=l 
r+l 
6 x-u0 n ((rol + E-r/(4r+4)) 
p=l 
$ X-wE-‘14. 
Our next task is to evaluate 
j&j 1 T(m-z), 
m  
(7.7) 
where T(z’) denotes the sum of the residues of #,(s; r’) $*(s; z’) ti3(s) on 
Re s = 0. It is clear from (1.3) that G1(s; m-T) has a pole of order r + 1 
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only when m - t = 0, which, because of (7.2), means m = z = 0. So the 
contribution of the case m = t, whether it occurs or not, is, by Lemma 4.1, 
&A) m)/R(w = c%(W) mg a), 
where 
1 
P(log X) = - 
R(q2) p_e: ( 
1 
Sr+l 
IJ;t: r((e,/a)s + 1) 
Qb/a)s+ 1) 
*3(s) X” 
) 
is a polynomial in log X of degree r. Its highest coeffkients are easily 
calculated from (7.5) : 
1 
= ~. 
r! R(Q) 
q(O) log’ x- nr cp’(u)logUdU log’-‘x+ ..* . 
In order to estimate the remaining terms of (7.7) we proceed as follows. 
Given T’ E R’ and Q E (0, co], we centre at each of the points iE,(r’) 
(p = 1, . . . . r + 1) a disc of radius Q. The boundary C(r’, Q) of the union of 
these discs consists of at most r + 1 closed curves with total length Q Q. For 
any s E C(T’, Q) we have 
for p = 1, . . . . r + 1; (7.8) 
for at least one p =p(s) e { 1, . . . . r + 1 }. (7.9) 
Integrating round C(r’, Q) we obtain 
s ‘hl(G 7’) cc/z(s; 7’) $3(s) h.C(r’s Q) 
Now it follows immediately from (7.4) that, for s E C(r’, Q), 
$*(s; t’) 4 eQ l’0gxts-r~4 exp 
and (1.6) implies 
(7.10) 
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jr’/ denoting the Euclidean norm. Hence 
where B,= B,/2 and ~(t’, ~)=max{~~,(s;r’)~ : SEC(Z), Q)}. 
The crucial point is thus to estimate ~(m- t, Q) when mEZ”, m# 7. 
Since then Im--zl B 1, we infer from (7.10) that at least one factor of 
rc/r(s; m-z) is 4 1; the other factors are 6e-l by (7.8). So 
p(m - 7, Q) 4 Q-‘, and (7.11) yields 
1 ~(m~7)<<~-‘+le”‘l”gXI~-ri4 c ,-EB3Im-r/~ 
m+1 m  
4e- 
r+ I& llog XIc-3ri4 
Putting here Q = aO( llog XJ + 1))’ and collecting our results, we find that, 
for O<s<l, 
~~(u(x;/i)-6(~)P(logx))~x-“~&-“~+(~logx~ + l)‘-l&--3r“J. 
Since 
xp -& P(log X) = e,P’(log X) < (Ilog XI + 1 I’- ’ =: B(X) 
P 
for p = 1, . . . . r + 1, we may choose in Theorem 3.1 
E(X) = 1, cc(x)=x-““+ (/log A-1 $ l)r-l. 
In order to deduce 
U(x; A) = h(A) P(log X) + 0(&Y)), 
which for X> 2 implies (7.1) we proceed now as in Section 5, observing 
that, due to our assumptions on cp, U(x; 1) as well as U(x; 1) + Re U(x; A) 
and U(x; 1) + Im U(x; A) are non-decreasing with respect to each x,. 1 
For a certain class of number fields we can do better, at any rate in the 
case A E 1. The fields in question are those having the property 
r > 2, and IqCp)I # 1 (p = 1, . . . . n) for every q E d 
which is not a root of unity. (7.12) 
Clearly, the totally real fields of degree n 2 3 lie in this class, and it is 
easy to see that the fields of odd degree (with r 2 2) belong to it, too; cf. 
[ 10, p. 3181. 
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THEOREM 7.2. Suppose that K has the property (7.12). Then there is a 
positive constant cK depending only on K such that, for X > 2, 
1 
U(x; l)=- 
r! R(S) 
q(O) log’ X- nr $(u)logudu)logr-‘X) 
+ O((log xy- l -=q. 
The O-constant depends on K, q~, a and %. 
Proof. We adopt notation and results from the preceding proof; the 
difference lies in the treatment of ,~(m, Q). 
Since /i z 1 we have t = 0. Let m E Z’, m # 0. On solving the equations 
r+l 
c e,E,(m) = 0, 
p=l 
r+l 
(7.13) 
1 ep E,(m) log I?:‘[ = 27cm, (q = 1, . . . . r) 
p=l 
for the numbers E,(m) we find that 
E,(m) + I4 (p = 1, . . . . r + 1). 
Now let s E C(m, Q) and put 
wp=& (s-iE,(m)) (p = 1, . . . . r + 1). 
Then, as a consequence of (7.9), we have also 
wp 4 14 (q = 1, . . . . r + 1). 
Moreover, we infer from (7.13) that 
r+l 
C epwp log Wp)I 
p=l 
is a rational integer when q E@, and is not always zero. Hence [to, 
Hilfssatz 2.41 (which is based upon a result of A. Baker on linear forms in 
the logarithms of algebraic numbers) tells us that 
lwpl + 14 --L 
for at least two indices PE { 1, . . . . r + 1 }, where c > 0 depends only on K. 
So at least two of the factors in $,(s;m) are <(ml’, while the others are 
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<e-l by (7.8). Consequently, p(m, Q)+Q-“’ (WI\“, and (7.11) yields for 
0<&61 
m;. TbMe- r+2epllogXIE-rr/4 1 ~,)2c,-EBM* 
m 
+e- 
,'+2eQ llOgx(e-C’ (c’ = c + $r,. 
Putting again Q = oO( (log X( + 1) - ‘, we have thus 
~~(U(x;1)-P(logx))~x-“o&-“4+(~logx(+1)’~2&~”’, 
and the assertion follows by Theorem 3.1 on our choosing 
P(X)= ((1ogXI + l)r--L, E(X) = ((log X( + l)p, 
a(X) = x--J( pog XJ + 1 p2 + (/log XI + l)‘- lo (‘K, 
where cK= (2c’+ 1)-l. 1 
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